I. INTRODUCTION
Reflector antennas are generally large-electric-size 3D structures. Their 2D counterparts are also important from the computational electromagnetics point of view. Commonly larger reflector antenna systems can be simulated by high-frequency methods based on the ray-tracing optical techniques including geometrical and physical optics (GO and PO), geometrical and uniform theory of diffraction (GTD and UTD), gaussian-beam methods, etc. These techniques are not based on exact electromagnetic formulation of the scattering problems; still they are useful approximations valid in specific regions of space and far from reflectors.
On the other hand, purely numerical techniques are not efficient for large-size reflectors because of the speed and accuracy limitations. We imply that the code using ordinary MoM [1] is quite slow and accurate only within 1-2 digits, for example for an 80 reflector that is not enough for practical simulations. There exist some special studies published in the literature. For example, in [2] the authors used the entire-domain basis functions in MoM algorithm to produces reasonably accurate results; still the code worked with a CRAY supercomputer. This way of solution, however, can not be adapted easily to various practical geometries compared to the MoM using the subdomain basis functions. Furthermore, the Fast Multi Pole (FMP) based MoM, or its multi level version [3] , and even their parallelizations have been proposed and tested. All these techniques now enable one to simulate a large reflector antenna within the reasonable computation time and with high enough accuracy. However these hardware and software facilities are available only in the limited number of centers in the world.
An alternative is the MAR method also known as semi-inversion [4] . Here some part of the kernel of the original operator (generally its strongest singular part) is extracted and then inverted analytically. In the analytical inversion, either the Riemann Hilbert Problem technique [4] or projection to the Chebyshev polynomials [5] can be exploited. Then we end up with an algebraic matrix equation which is of the Fredholm second kind so that the Fredholm theorems state that the solution exists and unique. Also when increasing the matrix size the results converge to the exact solution of the original electromagnetic boundary value problem.
We have used this MAR method in the accurate 2-D simulation of the arbitrary conic section profile reflector antennas with perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) surface [6, 7] , for both polarizations. Various numerical results have been obtained for the evaluation of the radiation characteristics assuming that the CSP feed was placed exactly at the geometrical focus of reflector.
Here the same conical section profile reflector antenna simulation is performed with the feed is located not in the geometrical focus of the parabolic reflector although still at the line of symmetry. The variations of the forward and backward directivites and radiation patterns are studied as a function of the feed position. Note that similar study had been undertaken in [8] ; however, the authors used the methods having only limited accuracy.
Unlike them, with MAR we have a possibility to obtain 6-digit accuracy in the far zone for any feed locations including those shifted from focus.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
The problem geometry is associated with a zero-thickness curved PEC screen symmetrically illuminated by a directive feed (Fig. 1) . The 2-D contour of the reflector's cross section M can be elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic arc, i.e. an arbitrary conical-section profile. Here we will take it as parabolic. The feed is assumed a CSP source; certain restrictions on its locations will appear due to the singularities of the corresponding field function. The central point of the feed aperture (shown by a wiggled line) is not necessarily at the geometrical focus of the reflector but still on the x-axis. When building the solution, the open arc of reflector contour M is completed to the closed contour C with a circular arc S of a certain radius a.
The rigorous formulation of the considered boundary value problem can be stated in terms of the Helmholtz equation of M, the Sommerfeld radiation condition far from the reflector and source, PEC boundary condition on M, and an edge condition such that the field energy is limited in any finite domain around reflector edge. These conditions guarantee the uniqueness of the problem solution.
The integral equations are obtained by using the theory of potentials and imposing the PEC boundary conditions on M for either of polarizations. Then according to the procedure given in [4, 5, 6] , all functions are expanded into the Fourier series on C. The part associated with a circular closed contour of radius a is added and subtracted from the original contour kernel, and this part is treated with MAR-RHP technique. Inside the remaining integral, a regular function appears and double Fourier-series coefficients of this regular function are obtained effectively by Fast Fourier Transform technique. This is the semi inversion method for the non circular geometry. Then finally we obtain a regularized, i.e. a Fredholm second kind, algebraic matrix equation and previously mentioned properties are valid. Therefore the obtained numerical results can be thought as the benchmark data in terms of the accuracy, and other approximate methods should be compared to these data. The details of the method can be found in [4, 6, 7] .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Following the formulation and regularization performed according to the procedure given above, we have computed the radiation characteristics for a defocused CSP feed. As shown in Fig. 1 , the feed position is f , the geometrical focus is 0 f , and d is the reflector size. Various numerical results have been obtained for the farfield radiation including directivities and radiation patterns. In Fig. 2 
under the fixed value of d. In Fig. 2(b) , the aperture size is twice larger than in Fig. 2(a) , and therefore the forward directivity increases appreciably. However the doubled aperture size reduces slightly the backward directivity because again the distance to the diffraction points, i.e. the edges, increases slightly. In the H-polarization, the forward and backward directivities are slightly higher than in the Ecase due to the higher edge effects. If the logarithmic scale is used, as in Fig. 2 , these small differences cannot be seen and therefore we do not show the curves for the H-polarization case. cases, respectively. CSP aperture size is kb = 3 (see [6, 7] ) and the matrix size is N tr = 350.
Finally the radiation patterns have been computed for three different feed positions including one that is the geometrical focus. The plots in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) present the E and H-polarization cases, respectively.
